Movie Suggestions for those 70 and older: #4 (over 150)
Abraham and Mary Lincoln - 973.7 ABR - Narrator, David McCullough ; Voice of
Abraham Lincoln is David Morse and the voice of Mary Lincoln is Holly Hunter. This film
discusses the lives and the relationship of Mary Todd Lincoln and Abraham Lincoln.
Closed-captioned for the hearing impaired.
Adam’s Apples - Foreign - A preacher works with convicts to help with things around
his rural church. A Neo-Nazi is assigned to the church and preacher. When the
preacher asks him what he work he would like to do, he answers sarcastically, “Bake a
pie”. The preacher takes him at his word and assigns him an apple tree to take care of.
The Neo-Nazi decides to shake up the preacher’s world.
{The} Adventures of Brisco County, Jr. - TV Series - Bruce Campbell, Julius Carry,
Christian Clemenson, Kelly Rutherford, John Astin, Joh, Pyper-Ferguson, Billy Drago,
Jeff Phillips, Comet. Lawyer turned Bounty hunter in the Ole West. Comedic, idealistic,
romantic and then there is always the faithful Comet (his horse).
{The} Adventures of Ma & Pa Kettle Volume I - Classics - The Franchise Collection.
Includes “The Egg & I” with Fred MacMurray and Claudette Colbert, Marjorie Main,
Percy Kilbride, Louise Allbritton, Richard Long, Billy House, Donald MacBride, Samuel
S. Hinds. “Ma & Pa Kettle Go to Town” with Marjorie Main, Percy Kilbride, Richard
Long, Meg Randall, Gregg Martell, Charles McGraw, Kathryn Givney, Paul McVey, Jim
Backrus. “The Further Adventures of Ma & Pa Kettle” with Marjorie Main, Percy Kilbride,
Richard Long, Meg Randall, Patricia Alphin, Esther Dale, Barry Kelley, Harry Antrim, Ida
Moore, Emory Parnell. “Ma & Pa Kettle Back OnThe Farm with Marjorie Main, Percy
Kilbride, Richard Long, Meg Randall, Ray Collins, Barbara Brown, Emory Parnell.
All the King’s Men - Drama - Sean Penn, Jude Law, Kate Winslet, Mark Fuffalo,
Anthony Hopkins; Humble man wants to fight for right and for unions. He goes into
politics and his soul unravels along with everything else. Rated “PG-13”.
{An} American in Paris - Musicals - Gene Kelly, Leslie Caron, Oscar Levant, Georges
Guetary, Nina Foch. An ex-G.I. remains in Paris to paint and falls in love with a girl who
is planning on marrying another man. Language Closed-captioned. Language English
and French language tracks with French subtitles. Awards Awards Academy Awards:
Best Picture; Best Screenplay, Alan Jay Lerner; Best Cinematography, Al Gilks, John
Alton; Best Music, Saul Chaplin, Johnny Green.
Animal Crackers - Classics - Marx Brothers (Harpo Marx, Chico Marx, Groucho Marx,
Zeppo Marx), Lillian Roth, Margaret Dumont. Comedy classic that loosely centers
around a painting stolen during a house party held by a wealthy society woman. This
film introduces Groucho's most famous character, Captain Spaulding.
Anne of a Thousand Days and Mary, Queen of Scots - Drama - Both movies on this

DVD. Richard Burton, Genevieve Gujold, Iren Papas, Anthony Quayle in Anne of the
Thousand Days. Starring in Mary, Queen of Scots is Vanessa Redgrave, Glenda
Jackson, Patrick McGoohan, Timothy Dalton, Nigel Davenport. Two movies of British
royalty and the political dramas surrounding them.
Annie - Musical - Albert Finney, Carol Burnett, Bernadette Peters, Ann Reinking, Tim
Curry. Your favorite orphan in the original movie classic. Daddy Warbucks is taking to
the orphan with big dreams. Miss hannigan stands in the way. Music galore. Rated
“PG”.
As You Like It - 822 ASY - Helen Mirren, Brian Stirner, Richard Pasco. BBC “The
Dramatic Works of William Shakespeare. A funny play by the great Shakespeare where
serious questions are posed in a lighthearted script. Societal roles are examined and
explored. Each person learns truths about themselves. Comedy.
Baraka - 304.2 - Global tour explores the human condition. It’s wonders without words
as the exploration progresses. It is a view of man and nature’s own prisms of life.
{The} Best of the Dick Van Dyke Show – TV Series - Mary Tyler Moore and Dick
Van Dyke give family life a comedic side…. working as a script writer, his cohorts are
hilarious.
{The} Best of Jack Benny - Comedy - Eight episodes collection. Jack Benny and
Co-stars.
{The} Beverly Hill Billies - TV Series - Elly’s First Date. Jim Varney, Cloris Leachman,
Diedrich Bader, Erika Eleniak, Dabney Coleman, Rob Schneider, Lea Thompson, Lily
Tomlin, Buddy Ebsen. Hillbillies strike oil and take their kin to the land of the wealthy
where they are ignored by the rich and pursued by the con artists. Rated “PG”.
Bicycle Dreams - 796.6 BIC - “The Race Across America”. This film is about racing a
bike across America in ten days. What drives people to make commit to such a race
where tragedy and injury can strike and take one to desperation. Winner of many
awards.
Bill Moyers on Faith & Reason: Anne Provoost & David Grossman - 200 BIL Provoost speaks to her interpretive novel, In The Shadow of the Ark, to find new insight
into personal and religious experiences. Grossman speaks to his films and depictions of
realities of living in the Holy Land. The focus is on The Lion’s Honey which is a retelling
of the story of Samson and Delilah with parallels to the Middle East events.
{The} Birds - Classics - Alfred Hitchcock’s: Tippi Hedren, Rod Taylor. Place: A small
seaside town. What: Birds are attacking people. Why: Theories abound. And: Love still
occurs.
{The} Bishop’s Wife – Classics – Loretta Young, David Niven, Cary Grant; Minister’s

family problems, church problems, financial problems – they need an Angel, or do they?
Blackbeard - Adventure - (a second feature with The Poseidon Adventure); Angus
MacFadyen, Mark Umbers, Rachel Ward, Jessica Chastain, Stacey Keach, Richard
Chamberlain. This is the true story of the Pirate, Edward Teach or Blackbeard who
terrorized the seas and killed for the reputation.
Butterflies Are Free - Comedy - Goldie Hawn, Eileen Heckart, Edward Albert. A young
man who is determined that his blindness will not handicap his life falls for his neighbor
who threatens his mother.
Cabaret - Musicals - Liza Minnelli, Michael York, Helmut Griem, Marisa Berenson, Joel
Grey; 8 Academy Awards. In Berlin, Sally Bowles (Minnelli) sings while the Nazis gain
strength and force. Rated “PG”.
{The} Caine Mutiny – Classics – how things can go awry on a battle ship.
Castles in the Sky - Drama - Eddie Izzard, Alex Jennings, David Hayman, Laura
Frazer, Julian Rhino-Tutt. Scotsman Robert Watson-Watt altered history with the
invention of radar technology which helped Britain’s chances against the Nazi’s. Only
maverick thinking and daring-do could make this happen.
Charlie Chaplin Collection – Classics – comedy in life. Silent movies.
Chimpanzee (Disneynature) - 599.88 CHI - Oscar is a chimp from the African rain
forest and his individuality and family/social bonds are explored. Rated “G”.
Classic Comedy Triple Feature - Classics - “St. Benny the Dip” is a tail of cons and
hustlers who put on the robes of ministers and find a new path; “Behave Yourself” is
about an anniversary gift getting confused with smuggling… oh dear.; and “Topper
Returns” is about the ghost, Topper, solving a murder. Starring is Dick Haymes, Nina
Foch, Roland Young in St. Benny the Dip. In Behave Yourself stars Farley Granger and
Shelly Winters, William Demarest, Lon Chaney, Jr, Hans Conried, and Elisha Cook.
Topper Returns stars Roland Young, Joan Blondell, and Billie Burke.
Dare to Dream - Drama - Live Schreiber as Narrator. This is about the development
and evolution of Women’s Soccer Teams in the U.S.A.
Dark Victory - Classics - Bette Davis, George Brent, Huphrey Bogart, Ronald Reagan;
What happens to a socialite and her life when she finds out she only has a short time to
live.
Death of An Expert Witness Parts One and Two - Mystery - The Essential Collection
of the Grand Master of Mystery, P.D. James.
{The} Decades Collection 1920 - 1929 - 973.91 DEC - History Channel; This is the

time of the Roaring Twenties and the Flappers along with bathtub gin. We were flying
across oceans, unlocking the mysteries of the past and much more.
Departures - Foreign - English subtitles - A beautiful story about a young man who
cannot follow his dream of being a cellist and so has to work for those who prepare
those who have died for their funerals. This story evolves while dealing with
abandonment by a parent and a wife who wants something different for her husband. It
is a lovely story of respect and honoring and ceremony.
{The} Devil’s Brigade - Classics - William Holden, Clift Robertson, Vince Edwards,
Dana Andrews, Carroll O’Connor; Misfit American GIs join Canadian troops to fight the
Nazis in Italy during WWII.
Double Indemnity - Classics - Fred MacMurray, Barbara Stanwyke, Edward G.
Robinson; Insurance salesman and suburban housewife work to get death by accident
payoffs after they kill her husband.
Echo and Other Elephants - 599.67 MOS - Echo is wise, a matriarch, and an
elephant. This is a two disc series about her African family.
Ed Sullivan’s Rock & Roll Classics - 781.6 EDS - Nine discs.
Elvis and Nixon - Drama - Michael Shannon, Kevin Spacey, Alex Pettyfer, Johnny
Knoxville, Colin Hanks, Evan Peters, Sky Ferreira, Tracy Letts, Tato Donovan, Ashley
Benson. Rated “R”. 1970s, The Rock and Roll King is on the lawn of the White House to
ask President Nixon for a favor.
{The} Family Stone - Comedy - Claire Danes, Diane Keaton, Rachel McAdams,
Dermot Mulroney, Craig T. Nelson, Sarah Jessica Parker, Luke Wilson; Also a drama,
children and spouses come together for Christmas with everyone’s personal issues and
dreams. Some will be dashed. Some will be renewed. Some are at the beginning or the
end. All are touching and warmly, comically, intriguing. Rated “PG-13”.
Fantasia - Animation - music performed by the Philadelphia Orchestra. Narrator,
Deems Taylor. “Walt Disney's original uncut version of the extraordinary blend of
magnificent music and classic Disney animation, featuring a host of unforgettable
images, including Mickey Mouse as The Sorcerer's apprentice.” Rating: G. Language
Closed-captioned. Language In English with optional subtitles in French.
45 Years - Drama - Charlotte Rampling, Tom Courtenay. A twilight years couple
prepare to celebrate their 45th Anniversary among their comfortable friends in their
comfortable life. They soon find that their lives may change forever. Rated “R”

{The} Fountainhead - Classics - Gary Cooper, Patricia Neal. Roark (Cooper) stands
against the world, against convention, and desiring freedom in his buildings. Based on

an Ayn Rand novel.
{The} Four Seasons - Comedy - Alan Alda, Carol Burnett, Len Cariou, Sandy Dennis,
Rita Moreno, Jack Weston, Bess Armstrong. Three 40ish couples vacation together
every year. When one leaves his wife for another younger woman, that take sides and
their friendships change.
Frank Capra’s It’s a Wonderful Life - Classics - James Stewart, Donna Reed, Lionel
Barrymore, Ward Bond et al. Man discovers the true meaning of Christmas and friends
and how important the family is.
Frenchman’s Creek - Adventure - A Daphne du Maurier’s story; Wealthy Lady Dona
leaves her husband in London and takes her children to her country estate in Cornwall.
Intrigue and war politics await her. A pirate comes into the story and her whole world is
upside down. The host of the program gives historical data for this fictionalized story at
the end.
Funeral in Berlin - Classics - Michael Caine. Harry Palmer (Caine) is an ex-corporal in
the army who chooses being a spy over serving jail time. He is sent to Berlin to help
someone who is defecting. His escape plan includes a funeral, but things don’t work out
as planned. Canada rates it as PG.
Galileo - Drama - the story of Galileo as a teacher and as someone investigated by the
Inquisition INTENSE His influence on his pupils as shown here is an interesting story
in itself.
Ghost Town - Comedy - Greg Kinnear, Ricky Gervais, Teo Leoni. A dentist without
people skills dies without warning but is brought back to life in seven minutes. Once he
wakes up, he realizes he sees ghosts and they all want him to do something. Things get
worse with a high-spirited result.
Gifted Hands, The Ben Carson Story - Drama - Cuba Gooding Jr.This is the true story
of a renown brain surgeon who over came obstacles to become a doctor. His mother
encouraging and teaching him to be strong helped him became one of the world’s
leading neurosurgeons.
{The} Glass Mountain - Classic - The mountain is a real place and is part of the Italian
Alps. This is where a confused and badly wounded soldier recovered from the war. He
also finds love and hope and the inspiration of a new opera. He writes the opera and
returns to his wife but meets the girlfriend again when he is traveling with the opera. He
can’t decide between them until the wife travels to his opera close to the Glass
Mountain.
Grumpier Old Men - Comedy - Jack Lemmon, Walter Matthau, Ann-Margaret. “Things
don't change much in Wabasha, Minnesota. Catfish Hunter is still on the loose and
getting fatter, Matthau and Lemon are still "Friends", Ariel is still married to Lemon, but

in comes Sohia and her ristorante and the fireworks begin.”- Lib. website.
Gunga Din - Classics - Cary Grant, Victor McLaglen, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. and Sam
Jaffe. Wonderful filmed based on the tale of Gung Din and a murderous sect in colonial
India. The fellows are part of the military of the Queen and Empire. Action-adventure
yarn.
{The} Guns of Will Sonnett (Season One) - Western - Walter Brennan, Dack Rambo,
Harry Dean Stanton, Claude Akins, Strother Martin, Charles Grodin, Dennis Hopper,
Jack Nicholson. Will and Jeff roam the West in trying to find James, who is Jeff’s father
and who left his family to become a renown gunslinger. Always missing James, they do
find people who have had their lives touched by James. Nine episodes and a bonus
feature.
Half Dollar Life - Drama - Keoki Johnson, Rebeckah Groves. Keoki Johnson plays Kai,
a man with Cerebral Palsy. He and Chelsea want to find love. While Chelsea has no
“disabilities”, she does have trouble with peer pressure.
Happy Feet - Animation - Misfit Mumble, the Penquin, cannot sing but can tap dance.
He is blamed because of his unconventional life as having caused famine. He and
friends set off to find the real reason. Rated “PG”.
Happy Times - Foreign - Zhao Benshan, Dong Jie. "In an attempt to impress a portly
divorcee that has caught his eye, an unemployed factory worker poses as the wealthy
manager of a non-existent hotel. Hoping that his fabricated success will lead to holy
matrimony, he instead finds himself the guardian of the woman's blind stepdaughter.
Now, as the lies get more complicated and the deception more difficult to sustain, the
sweet young blind girl and the crazy middle-aged man find themselves forming an
emotional friendship that is as touching as it is unlikely"--Container. Rated “PG”.
{The} Harvey Girls – Classics - Musical with Judy Garland, Ray Bolger and others.
Disappointed bride goes to work at Harvey Restaurant.
Hawaii - Classics - Julie Andrews, Max Von Sydow, Richard Harris. Based on the
James A. Michener novel. Two cultures collide as one brings disease and corruption to
the islands.
Hermitage Masterpieces - 708 HER - Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Located at St.
Petersburg, Russia, the art was collected from around the world and gives a historical
overview.
History’s Ancient Legacies V. 3 & 4 - 930. HIS - Vol.3. The Aztecs and the Maya.
Vol.4. Ancient Rome “Gives students an authentic-looking step back in time to visit the
lost cities and temples of the ancient world.”- Lib. website. Closed-captioned for the
hearing impaired.

Holiday in Handcuffs, Snow I, and Snow II - Romance - Holiday triple feature. In
Holiday in Handcuffs a girl kidnaps a boyfriend for the holiday family gathering. In Snow
I and Snow II (also subtitled Brain Freeze), Nick Snowden, aka Santa Claus, has a new
taken on how to do Chrismas and in the second one he repeats his role and has
amnesia.
{The} Horse’s Mouth - Classics - The Criterion Collection. Alec Guinness stars. Ex con
and artist pursues his expression in paint where ever and however he can. Obstacles
abound but the dream doesn’t stop.
{The} Imitation Game - Drama - Nora Grossman, Benedict Cumberbatch, Ido
Ostrowsky, Keira Knightley, Matthew Goode, Rory Kinnear, Allen Leech, Matthew
Beard, Charles Dance, Mark Strong, Morten Tyldum. The true story of Alan Turning and
how he turned the war against the Nazi’s during WWII by breaking an unbreakable
code. But he was “killed” by the culture he saved.
{The} Inheritance - Romance - The Hamilton Family tutor finds she has a secret of
her own when the patriarch dies. Lots of intrigue as other members of the family play
games of intrigue and disloyalty.
Inspector Morse, Greeks Bearing Gifts - TV Series - Episode 20. John Thaw, Kevin
Shately, Jan Harvey, Martin Jarnis, James Hazeldine, James Faulkner. Inspector Morse
must deal with the Greek Community when a Greek chef is murdered and a baby goes
missing. First Morse finds a link between the cultures via his love for the ancient Greek
scholars. Then, that is the key.
{The} Internship - Comedy - “Trying to reboot their obsolete careers, old-school
salesmen Billy and Nick talk their way into an internship program at the state-of-the-art
Google campus, vying for a handful of spots among tech-savvy college students who
are half their age and twice as smart. The competition is fiercely funny as Billy and Nick
break all the rules in a hilarious quest to land their dream jobs.”- Lib. website.
{The} Intimate Lives of the Founding Fathers - 973.3 FLE - An intimate look at the
founders--George Washington, Ben Franklin, John Adams, Thomas Jefferson,
Alexander Hamilton, and James Madison--and the women who played essential roles in
their lives.
Jack Ryan, Shadow Recruit - Adventure - Alec Utgoff, Peter Andersson, Kenneth
Branagh, Keira Knightley, Lenn Kudrjawizki, Kevin Costner, Chris Pine, Elena
Velikanova. A global action thriller set in the present day. A young Jack uncovers a
financial terrorist plot. It’s a Russian plot to collapse the United States economy, he
becomes a spy and fights to save his own life and those of others. He is also working to
protect his relationship with his fiancee Cathy. PG-13.
Jazz - 781.65 JAZ - American Jazz history and story.

Jeremiah Johnson - Western - Based on: Mountain man by Vardis Fisher and Crow
killer / by Raymond W. Thorp & Robert Bunker. 1972. Cast: Robert Redford, Will Geer,
Allyn Ann McLerie, Stefan Gierasch, Charles Tyner and Delle Bolton. “A man seeks
out the solitary life of the mountains in the mid-19th century, learning his skills from a
veteran.” - Lib. website. Closed-captioned. English and French tracks and French and
Spanish subtitles.
Joseph and The Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat - 782.14 JOS - Donny Osmond,
Maria Friedman, Richard Attenborough, Joan Collins. “This is a lively and colorful
journey through ancient Egypt. Joseph and the amazing Technicolor dreamcoat follows
the rags-to-riches story of Joseph, his eleven brothers and the coat of many colors.”
Just Between Friends - Drama - Mary Tyler Moore, Christine Lahti, Sam Waterston,
Ted Danson. Mary and Sandy form a fast friendship and think they have nothing in
common, but Sandy is having an affair with Mary's husband, Charles. Rated PG-13.
Language Closed-captioned.
King Kong - Fantasy - Naomi Watts, Jack Black, Adrien Brody, Thomas Kretschmann,
Colin Hanks, Jamie Bell, Andy Serkis. Ambitious actress, over-ambitious film maker find
King Kong and dream of fame and fortune. They take him to New York. Ape falls for
actress and so does another man who tries to save her from the destiny that
approaches.
Leave It To Beaver - TV Series - Six seasons. Comedic story of Theodore “Beaver”
Cleaver, his brother Wally, their parents and their friends as they grow up. Rated “G”.
Legend of the Guardians: The Owls of Ga’ Hoole - Animation - Voices: Abbie
Cornish, Miriam Margolyes, Helen Mirren, Sam Neill, Geoffrey Rush, Jim Sturgess,
Hugo Weaving. Young owl Soren marvels at his father's epic stories of the Guardians of
Ga'Hoole, mythic winged warriors who fought a great battle to save all owl kind from the
evil Pure Ones. When he and brother Kludd fall from their treetop home and into the
talons of the Pure Ones, it's up to Soren to make a daring escape with the help of other
brave owls. Includes theatrical feature and 3D feature version of the film. MPAA rating:
PG; for some sequences of scary action. Subtitled for Deaf and Hard of Hearing.
Legend of the Lost - Western - John Wayne, Sophia Loren, Rossano Brazzi. A
hardened guide is hired to take a man to find his father and a lost treasure. Joining them
during the journey is a prostitute who is trying to make a new life comes between the
two men.
Lemony Snicket: A Series of Unfortunate Events - Comedy - Jim Carrey, Emily
Browning, Liam Aiken, Timothy Spall, Jude Law. Three orphaned children realize their
uncle wants to kill them and get their fortune. Rated “PG”.
License To Wed - Comedy - Robin Williams, Mandy Moore, John Krasinski, Eric
Christian Olsen, Christine Taylor, Josh Flitter, DeRay Davis, Peter Strauss. “Newly

engaged couple, Ben Murphy and Sadie Jones can't wait to be married and live their life
together. The problem is that Sadie's family church, St. Augustine's, is run by Reverend
Frank, who won't bless them until they pass his patented, "fool-proof" marriage-prep
course. The course consists of outrageous classes, outlandish homework assignments
and some outright invasion of privacy. Reverend Frank's rigorous curriculum puts Ben
and Sadie's relationship to the test.” Close captioned. Rating: PG-13; for sexual humor
and language.
{The} Little Romance - Romance - Laurence Olivier. An elder aids and assists two
young lovers who want to seal their love with a sunset kiss. Rated “PG”.
{The} Living Matrix: a film on the new science of healing - Spirituality - Challenges
“conventional medicine to expand the understanding of human biology” and encourages
more integration between conventional and alternative.
Lost In Space - Sci-Fi - Gary Oldman, William Hurt, Matt LeBlanc, Mimi Rogers,
Heather Graham, Lacey Chabert, Jack Johnson. The Robinsons and pilot Don West are
chosen to pioneer the colonization of another far away world because Earth has
become barely inhabitable. PG-13; Canadian Home Video rating: PG.
Love And Honor - Romance - Liam Hemsworth, Austin Stowell, Teresa Palmer, Aimee
Teegarden, Chris Lowell, Wyatt Russell, Max Adler, Delvon Roe. A VietNam soldier
goes AWOL to win back his sweetheart that dumped him. What they find are antiwar
activists and they try to work this out over the week he has before he has to get back to
VN. Rated “PG-13”.
Lucky You - Romance - Eric Bana, Drew Barrymore, Robert Duvall. High stakes poker
and new romance teaches a man that to win at poker and at love requires more heart
than mind. Rated “PG-13”.
{The} Magdalene Sisters - Drama - It is Ireland in the 1960s. Young unmarried
pregnant girls are called “fallen”. many are sent to the Magdalene Laundries in a
convent to atone for their sins. Sadistic punishment for even small examples of rule
breaking are shown. This is a true story.
{The} Magic of Flight - 629.13 MAG - Narrated by Tom Selleck. 1996. Included in this
historical presentation is the first flight of the Wright Brothers in 1903, views of modern
aircraft, people who fly them, and the human training and performance potential.
{A} Man For All Seasons - Drama - Paul Scofield, Wendy Hiller, Leo McKern, Robert
Shaw, Orson Welles. The 16th Century scholar and statesman, Sir Thomas More is
shown. Held in high esteem for his advice, he was beheaded by King Henry VIII for
refusing to help establish him as head of the Church of England. “G”.
March of the Penquins - 598.47 MAR - Emperor Penquins and their march to breed.
Non-flying birds, they are aquatic birds. For this journey, they do not swim, they march.

And this is their story.
Meet The Browns - Drama - People are notified to come to a funeral and the reading of
the will. Some don’t know why they are there. It turns out there are lots of secrets in this
family. People are finding out who all their relatives are. Funny and a bit touching.
Family does count.
{The} Mists of Avalon - Fantasy - Anjelica Huston, Julianne Marguilies; During a time
when Paganism was still being practiced by whole civilizations, Christianity was
dominating the royal households. It is the classic story of how human foibles and plans
go astray as different ideologies compete for people’s minds and hearts. Interesting
interpretation of more popular myths of kingdoms.
Mixed Nuts - MIX - Steve Martin, Madeline Kahn, Robert Klein, Anthony LaPaglia,
Juliette Lewis, Rob Reiner, Adam Sandler, Rita Wilson. Rated PG-13. It’s Christmas
time.
Monsters VS Aliens - Animation - The most unlikely heroes have to save the Earth.
Rated “PG”.
Murder on the Orient Express - Mystery - Agatha Christie’s. Albert Finney, Lauren
Bacall, Martin Balsam, Ingrid Bergman, Jacqueline Bisset, Jean Pierre Cassel, Sean
Connery, John Gielgud, Wendy Hiller, Anthony Perkins, Vanessa Redgrave, Rachel
Roberts, Richard Widmark, Michael York. Hercule Poirot and a cast of real characters
are in the middle of the murder of an American millionaire while traveling on a train.
Rated “PG”.
Muriel’s Wedding - Comedy - Toni Collette, Bill Hunter, Rachel Griffiths. A girl from a
very dysfunctional family tries to break out in many ways and thinks she can find herself
by getting married. True friendship graces her and leads the way. Rated “R”.
Music and Lyrics: Couple & Couplets - Comedy - Hugh Grant, Drew Barrymore, Brad
Garrett, Kristen Johnston, Campbell Scott. Old songwriter needs a chance to “come
back” and meets someone who helps him with the lyrics. He ends up redefining who he
is.
Nacho Libre - Comedy - Jack Black, Peter Stormare. Caring Ignacio 'Nacho' works as
a cook by day in a Mexican orphanage. He also wrestles at night as a lucha libre to
raise money for the orphans. Rated “PG” for some rough action, and crude humor
including dialogue.
Neil Young in Berlin - 781.66 INB - Recorded live in West Berlin. Call a visionary, Neil
Young has a wide range of creative skills producing music on a spectrum of tastes.
Independent in his musical approach, it often reflects his politics. The presentation
includes his Trans Band: Nils Lofgren, Ben Keith, Joe Lala, Ralpsh Molina, Larry Cragg,
Bruce Palmer, Joel Berstein.

{The} New Testament - 225.6 NEW - Course Guidebook included. Taught by Professor
Bart D. Ehrman of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. There are four discs
with 24 se tins. Historical data on time periods with what is original material is given.
Each Biblical section is explained. The Great Courses.
{The} Nightmare Before Christmas - Animation - Voices: Chris Sarandon, Catherine
O'Hara, William Hickey, Danny Elfman. Jack Skellington, the Pumpkin King, tries to
bring the magic of Christmas to Halloween Town and kidnaps Santa. Rated “PG”.
No Direction Home - 782.42 NOD - Bob Dylan from his childhood to his early days to
pop stardom. There is footage not shown before this project, concert footage, and
interviews.
Nora Jones Live in New Orleans - 781.65 JON - Norah Jones is on keyboard and
vocals. She is accompanied by The Very handsome Band which was recorded at
House of Blues. Songs not limited to but include: Cold, cold heart; Nightengale; Seven
Years; Feelin’ the same way; Don’t know why. Many more songs are in the program.
Once in a Lifetime - 796.33 - About the New York Cosmos team and Soccer coming to
the USA. Narrated by Matt Dillon. Rated “PG-13”.
{The} Outer Limits,Vol. 1 - Sci-Fi - Eight stories from the TV show. Disc 1: Sandkings
parts 1 and 2, life from Mars on Earth; Valerie, a robot programed to do anything; Blood
Brothers, using monkeys about disease experimentation for crowd control. Disc 2: The
Second Soul about aliens that use dead bodies to keep their race alive; White Light
Fever shows us a possibility when we try to live too long; The Choice which is about
humans evolving psychic abilities; Virtual Future is about future travel and changing the
future; Living Hell - a chip in his head and he’s seeing visions.
One & Two - Sci-Fi - Kiernan Shipka, Timothee Chalamet, Grant Bowler, Elizabeth
Reaser. Siblings with supernatural powers have been isolated by a struck father. Is it to
protect them or the world? Kids steal time to explore and experiment with their powers.
Thought provoking about relationships and power.
{The} Outer Limits,Vol. 1 - Sci-Fi - Eight stories from the TV show. Disc 1: Sandkings
parts 1 and 2, life from Mars on Earth; Valerie, a robot programed to do anything; Blood
Brothers, using monkeys about disease experimentation for crowd control. Disc 2: The
Second Soul about aliens that use dead bodies to keep their race alive; White Light
Fever shows us a possibility when we try to live too long; The Choice which is about
humans evolving psychic abilities; Virtual Future is about future travel and changing the
future; Living Hell - a chip in his head and he’s seeing visions.
{The} Pallisers - Drama - Susan Hampshire, Philip Latham, Derek Jacobi, Penelope
Keith, Anna Massey, Barbara Murray, Roland Culver. The opulence of mid-Victorian
England provides the backdrop for this chronicle of three generations of one aristocratic

family. The Pallisers depicts both the Parliamentary maneuverings of the day and the
social mores that ruled private passions. The action focuses on Palliser intimates
Phineas Finn, the handsome and ambitious radical MP from Ireland, and Lizzie
Eustace, a beautiful and conniving young widow. Plantagenet Palliser and his wife,
Lady Glencora, cope with the demands of a growing family and ascend to an even
higher social stratum
Passengers - Horror - Anne Hathaway, Patrick Wilson, David Morse, Andre Braugher,
Clea DuVall, Dianne West. A psychologist helping plane crash survivors is finding
conflicting views of events. Then, the survivors begin disappearing. A special
relationship with one of the survivors complicates things even more. What is behind all
this? Rated “PG-13”.
Passport to Europe with Samantha Brown - France & Italy - 914 PAS - Samantha
Brown travels to two of the most romantic and exciting in the world. Play in the French
Riviera's exuberant Carnival, stroll the streets of Paris, soar along Itay's Amalfi Coast,
feel the passion of Rome, and more.
Patch Adams - Comedy - Robin Williams, Monica Potter, Philip Seymour Hoffman, Bob
Gunton, Daniel London, Peter Coyote. “Staving off suicidal thoughts, Hunter Adams
commits himself into a psychiatric ward, where he not only garners the nickname
"Patch," but learns the joy in helping others. To this end, he decides to go to medical
school, where he clashes with the staid conventions of the establishment as he
attempts to inject humor and humanity into his treatment of the patients.” R
Poetry in Motion - 811.08 POE - This is a movie about 24 leading North American
poets who do everything but read; they sing, chant and more their poetry.
Poirot, Sad Cypress - Mystery - David Suchet. It is obviously a murder and the
suspects are evident. It is too pat for Poirot’s grey cells. He comes to an entirely
different scenario and murderer.
{The} Prince & Me - Romance - Julia Stiles, Luke Mably, Ben Miller, James Fox,
Miranda Richardson. Paige, a college student at a university in Wisconsin where she
hopes to attend medical school meets Eddie who turns out to be Prince Edward of
Denmark. They are attacked to each other. Now Paige must decide if she wants to
give up her dreams even if she gets a prince in return. PG; for some sex-related
material and language.
Princess of Thieves - Adventure - Stuart Wilson, Stephen Moyer, Keira Knightley,
Jonathan Hyde, Malcolm McDowell. Tells the tale of Robin Hoods' daughter Gywn, as
she helps save her father and Prince Philip. “Gywn helps ensure that Richard the
Lionhearts' illegitimate son Philip becomes the rightful king of England.” Rating: PG.
Closed captioned for the hearing impaired. Awards Awards Santa Clarita International
Film Festival: 2001, Film Award - Best Tele-Feature - Drama (Craig McNeil, Michael
Taylor)

Rawhide - Western - Multiple DVDs from a TV series. Clint Eastwood as Rowdy Yeates
is part of a cattle drive with all the human interactions and cattle drive problems. It is a
special lifestyle that mold their lives.
{The} Reluctant Saint: The Story of St. Joseph of Cupertino - Drama - A story of a
boy who couldn’t do well in school but who loved the animals and understood their
needs. His love for the words of Jesus bring him to being a mystic. He is taken under
the wing of the Pope and finds his way to becoming a priest and more.
Rooster Cogburn: And the Lady - Western - 1975. Cast: John Wayne, Katharine
Hepburn, Richard Jordan, Anthony Zerba, John McIntire, Paul Koslo, Richard
Romancito, Tommy Lee, Strother Martin. “A rough-edged deputy marshall teams up
with a strait-laced missionary to track down a band of murdering bank robbers. During
the pursuit of the outlaws, a warm rapport develops between the rough-and-tumble
lawman and the flinty reverend's daughter.” Rated “PG”. English, Spanish, and French.
Subtitles in Spanish. Closed-captioned for the hearing impaired.
Russian Ark - Foreign - “time-traveling journey” of over three hundred years of Russian
history. Award winning film.
RV - Comedy - Robin Williams, Jeff Daniels, Cheryl Hines, Kristin Chenoweth, Joanna
'JoJo' Levesque, Josh Hutcherson. Bob is determined to combine work and pleasure.
Renting a recreational motor home, Bob wants to drive his wife and kids on a scenic
vacation. Bob, however, is working on his vacation while trying to keep it a secret. “Their
dysfunctional road trip leads to repeated encounters with the perky Gornicke family. The
Gornicke's don't appear to be too bright, but to Bob, they represent the familial
togetherness that Bob was hoping to regain.” Rating: PG; for crude humor, innuendo
and language.
Scrooged - Comedy - Bill Murray. Comic version of “A Christmas Carol”. Rated
“PG-13”.
Secret Service - 812.54 SEC - Meryl Streep, John Lithgow, Mary Beth Hurt. Broadway
Theatre Archives. This is some of these actors earliest TV appearances. Union spy is
trying to achieve control of telegraph office in Richmond, VA during the Civil War.
Seed Savers Exchange - 581.4 SEE - “Passing on our Garden Heritage”.
7 Clinics with Buck Brannaman - 636.1 SEV - Instruction training for horses footage
and informative interviews with Buck Brannaman. As we learn to do better by our
horses we are improving our families, communities and more.
Sound of Music - Musicals - Julie Andrews, Christopher Plummer, Richard Haydn,
Eleanor Parker, Peggy Wood, Young novice unsure of her vows becomes a governess
to seven children as WWII comes closer. Rated “G”.

Spotlight - Drama - Based on true story: Mark Ruffalo, Michael Keaton, Rachael
McAdams, Live Schreiber, Stanley Tucci et al; Highest levels of corruption in Boston’s
religious, legal, and governmental establishments were uncovered by these journalists.
This is about the expose of Boston Catholic Priests and pedophilia. The facts given are
unbelievable. Rated “R”.
Steel Magnolias – Drama – Star studded about family and small community life.
Stolen - 363.25 STO - A documentary by Rebecca Dreyfus. In 1990, a Vermeer was
stolen in Boston along with 12 other paintings. Not one of these have been recovered.
This is not only about stolen art but the fragility and power of beauty. Blythe Danner’s
and Campbell Scott’s voices tell us the events and story.
Stone of Destiny - Comedy - Charlie Cox, Kate Mara, Billy Boyd, Robert Carlyle.
Based on a true story. In 1296 the the Stone of Destiny was stolen and put in
Westminster Abby. Four students decide to get it back. Without training, money, or
experience, this is their story. Rated “PG”.
Streets of Laredo - Western - James Garner, Sissy Spacek, Sam Shepard, Randy
Quaid, Ned Beatty, Wes Studi, Charles Martin Smith, George Carlin, Alexis Cruz, Kevin
Conway, James Gammon, Sonia Braga. This sequel to Lonesome Dove pits legendary
Texas Ranger Woodrow Call against his deadliest adversary ever.
{The} T.A.M.I. Show - 781.66 TAM - Hosted by Jan & Dean. Chuck Berry, James
Brown, Ray Charles, Bo Diddley, Marvin Gaye, Gerry & the Pacemakers, Lesley Gore,
Jan & Dean, Smokey Robinson & the Miracles, The Rolling Stones, The Ronettes, The
Supremes, Ike & Tina Turner. “In 1965, thirteen of the world's top teenage recording
acts were assembled for a spectacular show. The TAMI Show was one of the greatest
dance concerts ever filmed. Jan & Dean introduces all 13 artists, whose exceptional
vintage performances make it clear why these groups influenced an entire generation
and are still making the top ten twenty years later.”
{The} Thomas Crown Affair (1968) - Drama - Steve McQueen, Faye Dunaway, Paul
Burke, Jack Weston, Addison Powell, Gordon Pinsent, Yaphet Kotto, Disney Armus,
Richard Bull, Peg Shirley, Tom Rosqui, Michael Shillo, Biff McGuire, Astrid Heeren. A
rich man who is bored with his life robs banks as a hobby. The female investigator
figures it out as she falls in love with him. What does she do now?
Tommy - Musicals - The Who, Ann-Margret, Elton John, Roger Daltrey, Oliver Reed,
Eric Clapton, Jack Nicholson, Tina Turner. A classic rock opera about a boy who is
traumatized by the death of his father. He is "cured" several years later, only to be
hailed as a "Messiah."rating: PG. Language In English, subtitles in English, French and
Spanish.

Turner Classic Movies John Ford Westerns - Western - She Wore A Yellow Ribbon
with John Wayne, Wagon Master with Ben Johnson, Cheyenne Autumn with Richard
Widmark, 3 Godfathers with John Wayne.
2 Days in New York - Comedy - Julie Delpy, Chris Rock; Talk radio host and French
photographer live together in New York. They are happy with their relationship until her
father and her sister with her boy friend arrive to visit. Family mayhem follow pushing
the relationship to something else.
Unbranded - Western - Cast: Jonny Fitzsimons, Thomas Glover, Ben Masters, Ben
Thamer. “Sixteen wild horses, five states, four men and 3000 miles. The journey of a
lifetime riding from Mexico to Canada through the deepest backcountry in the American
West to see the remaining open spaces and prove the worth of 50,000 wild horses and
burros currently in holding pens.”- Lib. website. “PG-13”.
Uncle Boonmee Who Can Recall His Past Lives - Foreign - Thanapat Saisaymar. As
a man lies dying, he is visited by his dead wife and son who take him to a cave to
discover his first soul. Showing humor, humanist spirit, reincarnation, karma, and nature
are topics woven to his soul’s lives. Thai language with English subtitles.
Under The Mountain - Fantasy - Tom Cameron, Sophie McBride, Oliver Driver, Leon
Wadham, Sam Neill, Chelsea McEwan-Millar, Nathaniel Lees, Nathan Meister, Matthew
Sunderland. Teenage twins travel to Auckland to stay with relatives following their
mother’s death. One of the twins refuses to confront his grief which interferes with their
psychic bond. “They visit Mt. Eden, where Theo sees Mr. Jones, a strange old man from
whose hands fire seems to glow. Inside the mountain, he and Rachel find what can only
be an alien environment.” Closed-captioned.
Up-stream -- Sci-Fi - Shane Carruth, Amy Seimetz, Andrew Sensenig. “Kris is
derailed from her life when she is drugged by a small-time thief. She is unknowingly
drawn into the life cycle of a presence that permeates the microscopic world, moving to
nematodes, plant life, livestock, and back again. Along the way, she finds another
being-a familiar, who is equally consumed by the mysterious presence. The two search
urgently for a place of safety within each other as they struggle to assemble the loose
fragments of their wrecked lives.”
{The} Very Thought of You - Romance - Monica Potter, Joseph Fiennes, Rufus
Sewell, Tom Hollander ; with Ray Winstone. Three childhood friends fall in love with the
same woman, and compete to win her love. PG-13.
{The} Vow - Romance - Jessica Lange, Sam Neill, Wendy Crewson, Rachel McAdams,
Channing Tatum, Tatiana Maslany. A young couple has a car accident that puts the
wife in a coma. After she wakes up with severe memory loss, her husband sets his
sights on winning her heart again. Rating: PG-13; for an accident scene, sexual content,
partial nudity, and some language.

{The} Way Back - Adventure - Ed Harris, Jim Sturgess, Saoirse Ronan, Colin Farrell.
Inspired by a true story, prisioners escape a gulag in 1940 and cross thousand of miles
to get to freedom. Rated “PG-13”.
The} Wild West, Disc 2 - Western - 1970. Contents: Fistful of lead; The gunfighters;
The gunfighters: Art Hindle, Reiner Schoene, Tony Addabbo, George Kennedy. Fistful
of lead: George Hilton, Charles Southwood, Erika Blanc. “In The gunfighters, the
Everett brothers join forces with the Martin gang to challenge and undermine Mr.
Turner, an evil and powerful landlord who has built his empire by stealing from local
land owners living in his territory. In Fistful of lead, Sartana, a relentless bounty hunter,
runs across a gold heist and goes after the shipment of gold for himself until he is
confronted by his old friendly nemesis Sabbath.”- Lib. website.
White Lion - Adventure - A young boy tries to save a white African lion.
Rated “PG”.
Why We Fight - 956.7 - Award winning film. What are the political, economic and
idealogical forces that drive America to fight. Interviewed are everyday Americans with
footage from the important military and Washington insiders. People included are John
McCain, Gore Vidal, Richard Perle and others including footage from President Dwight
D. Eisenhower’s 1961 Farewell Address where he speaks to the “military-industrial
complex”.
Wings of Desire - Foreign - Bruno Ganz, Solveig Dommartin, Otto Sander, Curt Bois,
Peter Falk. An angel falls in love with a beautiful trapeze artist and is willing to give up
his immortal life to be with her. Rating: PG-13. Language In German, English or French
with optional English subtitles. Awards Awards Winner, Best Director, Cannes Film
Festival, 1987.
Wisdom - Q 779.2 ZUC - Fifty prominent writers, artists, designers, actors, politicians,
musicians and religious and business leaders , all over the age of 65 years, speak to
what there is to offer the next generations.
Words and Pictures - Romance - Clive Owen, Juliette Binoche. Two teachers, and
English teacher and an abstract artist, meet and become challenges to one another. It is
words vs pictures regarding which is of more value to humanity. Is this an unlikely
romance or a feud?
{The} World’s Fastest Indian - Adventure - Anthony Hopkins, Diane Ladd, Paul
Rodriquez, Aaron Murphy. It’s the late 1960s and Burt Munro sets off from New Zealand
to clock his bike all the way to Utah. On an almost no budget, his motorcycle quest ends
with legendary outcomes. Rated “PG-13”. True story.
{A} Wrinkle In Time - Sci-Fi - Brilliant parents always on the go, brother and sister must
take care of each other especially when there are dragons, and things that go bump in
the day and the night. Sometimes there is also time travel and one must figure out who

is the good guy and who is the bad guy and how to save your brother. Rated “PG”.

